ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

PROVOST & V.P.
DONALD DEHAYES

SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO PROVOST,
ACADEMIC PLANNING
A. MORRISSEY

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT II

VICE PROVOST,
ACADEMIC FINANCES &
ACADEMIC PERSONNEL
(INTERIM)
M. BODAH

VICE PROVOST,
ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
D. LIBUTTI

VICE PROVOST,
FACULTY AFFAIRS
L. BEAUVAIS
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PROVOST & V.P.
DONALD DEHAYES

- ARTS & SCIENCES
  DEAN
  W. BROWNELL
- BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
  DEAN
  M. EBRAMIPOUR
- FEINSTEIN COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
  DEAN
  L. CICCOMASCOLO
- ENGINEERING
  DEAN
  R. WRIGHT
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